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he reaction to  “ Bat Out of Hell” 
bo rdered  on fan a tica l. Meat 
Loaf’s adolescent whim pering 
and angry howls of young out-
......  rage were never raised  to  such
trem bling em otions; the subject w as never covered so 
deeply. And it w asn’t  ju s t  high school kids who were 
touched w ith  J im  Steinm an tunes. College studen ts 
related  to  it  enough to send it pounding to  the  Top 40 
Charts. In 1977 Meat Loaf was realistically  accurate 
enough to  be appealing to young people, yet raunchy 
enough to  be abhorren t to  adults. P aren ts didn’t  w ant to 
believe th e ir children were singing in  raspy  voices such 
s tu ff as “ Bat Out Of Hell” was m ade of. And so he 
becam e even m ore appealing. Continued on page 3
by Lisa A. Sahulka Co-Managing Editor
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W hat's Happening w ith BOD
Last weekend was a blast 
...The beer blast followed by 
the MEATLOAF concert. 
Both events went over really 
Well. Thanks to all those in­
volved!
The pace of events on cam­
pus isn’t about to slow down 
either. This weekend we’re 
showing not only our normal 
Thursday and Sunday night 
shows, but we also have a tri­
ple feature on Friday night. 
Thursday and Sunday's film 
is THE STUNTMAN, which 
stars Peter O’ Toole. Then on 
Friday night we will be 
presenting THE OMEN trio- 
logy (The Omen, Damien: 
The Omen II, and The Final 
Conflict). The films start at 8 
pm with the most recent 
film. The Final Conflict 
then at 10 pm The Omen will 
be shown. Midnight brings 
Damien: The Omen II. Then 
at 2 am The Final Conflict 
will be shown again. Admis­
sion to the whole series is on­
ly 81.25 with UBID and if
you show up in your paja­
mas, nightgown, of whatever 
you happen to sleep in (ex­
cept your normal clothes] 
we'll let you in for 50*. Milk 
and cookies will be sold and 
coffee will also be available,
Saturday night we will be 
presenting a very special 
entertainer in the Social 
Room. JOHN BAYLEY was 
the only performer at the Na­
tional Entertainment and 
Campus Activities Associa­
tion national convention 
who received a 10 minute 
standing ovation. His spe­
cialty is reggae and calypso, 
but he also plays latin jazz 
and rock (His personal favo­
rite is Bob Dylan.) Because of 
the special nature of this per­
formance we are limiting at­
tendance to just 400. Please 
come out and enjoy this very 
special mixer with us.
Winter Weekend is almost 
two weeks away. Tickets for 
the sixth annual Winter Pre­
lude semi-formal will be go­
ing on sale on Monday at 9 
am. This year they cost 
812.50 each, which includes 
a .champagne toast, the 
prime rib dinner, and danc­
ing to the music of New 
England Jam. Prelude hap­
pens on Saturday, November 
21, but tickets last year sold 
out in two days, so please 
remember to get your tickets 
early. We are also trying to 
book a concert for the Sun­
day of that weekend. We 
have put in a bid for DON 
McLEAN (American Pie, Cry­
ing) in Mertens Theatre.
BOD concerts has tickets 
for tonight’s Zappa concert 
in Hartford at the Student 
Activities Office (room 114) 
of the Student Center. Also 
available from BOD concerts 
are tickets for the sold out 
Barry Manilow concert in 
Hartford, and the upcoming 
Earth, Wind and Fire con­
cert. (Remember to call 
X4488 to find out What's 
Happening)
Scribe Publishes Porn??
(Letter to the Editors)
In response to the cover photo 
of the last issue of the Scribe, 
my question to you is this. 
Wasn’t there another way to il­
lustrate the story other than de­
picting a woman in a prostitute 
like situation? What you where 
(sic) trying to say about class 
differences ends up being an­
other degrading image of a 
woman. Why advertise for Play­
boy magazine which is sexist/ 
pornographic and which escal­
a tes violence and racism  
monthly? It seems a story of 
such thoughtfulness as the one 
by Shari Hoffman warrants an 
illustration free from porno­
graphic implications.
Dawn McDaniel 
The Editor’s Reply: The pic­
ture on the cover of our October
28 issue was hardly porno­
graphic. The woman was posed 
to illustrate the gap between 
the city of Bridgeport and the 
students of U.B. You can be 
sure, Ms. McDaniel, if there 
were any sexist implications, 
we, the editors (some of us are 
even women and yes, even con­
sider ourselves feminist) would 
have caught them.
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NICE STUFF
Body
Language P lus
Tickets for Jayne  Lybrand pre­
sen ts  “Body Language P lus” Tues­
day, November 17, 8 p.m. in the 
M ertens Theatre are available now to 
UB studen ts, faculty and staff a t the 
M ertens Theater Box Office. Tickets 
are free to  those w ith a UB ID. All 
sea ts  are reserved.
Jan e  Lybrand is one of the  m ost 
respected national au thorities in the 
field of non-verbal communication. 
She is a m o tiv a to r and, m ore 
s p e c if ic a lly , a c o m m u n ic a tio n  
specialist.
She has critiqued and earned the 
respect of some of the leading politi­
cians and celebrities of our tim e by 
teaching them  the  a rt of non-verbal 
communication, ways to  disarm  an ­
gered clients, ways to appeal and win 
the confidence of others, secure the 
job during the job interview, and to 
collect the accolades of applause so 
im portant to the  “ image conscious" 
winners in our “ image conscious” 
world.
Lybrand holds tenure (ten years) 
as Director of S tudent Activities a t 
one of the  largest jun io r colleges in 
Texas, and has been actively involv­
ed in the  National Entertainm ent 
C am pus A c tiv itie s  A sso c ia tio n  
(NECAA) for seven years; she has a t­
tended every national NECAA con­
vention during th a t time. For two 
years she was on the Steering Com­
m ittee for the  South Central Region 
as well as  Showcase Chairperson and
Editor of the  NECAA NEWSLETTER.
Tickets to  the  general public will 
go on sale November 10 a t  $3 .00 a 
piece. This is the  firs t of the  presen­
ta tions of the  1981-82 Johnson  
Mellon Series.
H ealth
P rofession
O pportunity
The U niversity of Bridgeport Res­
piratory  Therapy Program  is actively 
recruiting tran sfe r students.
The program  will have inform ation 
displays set up as follows:
Sunday, November 8, 11 a.m. to  3 
p.m. in Dana 221.
Friday, November 13, 11 a.m. to  2 
p.m. in the  Cafeteria.
Come in and ta lk  w ith fellow s tu ­
dents about the  unlim ited growth 
and opportunity  in one of the  fastest 
growing Health Professions or call 
Dennis H. Selmont, Program  Direc­
tor, a t 852-2479 or x4335.
Schneidm ann  
Piano C oncert
Concert p ian ist Irene Schneid- 
m ann of Wilton will perform  in re­
cital on Sunday, November 15 a t 4 
p.m. a t  Recital Hall in Bernhard 
Center.
Her program  will feature B rahm s’ 
“Handel V ariations” and Moussorg- 
sky’s “Pictures a t an Exhibition.”
Miss Schneidm ann is recognized as 
a  distinguished teacher, orchestral 
soloist, radio and television a rtis t. 
The D etroit Symphony, the  Wiener 
T o n k u n s tle r  O rch es tra  an d  th e  
Toledo Sym phony have been among 
the  o rchestras presenting her as a 
soloist. She gives m aster classes a t 
o ther universities and m akes regular 
concert tours. Her career has includ­
ed the  European prem iere of Samuel 
B arber’s Sonata for Piano; the  world 
prem iere was presented by V l a d i m i r  
Horowitz. She also made the  U.S. 
prem iere of Ludwig von Beethoven’s 
rediscovered Grande Sonate pour de 
Piano Forte in New York City.
Invited to  the  U.S. under the  S tate  
D epartm ent’s Exchange Professor 
Program, the  Viennese a r tis t  has 
been a faculty m ember of several 
U.S. co lleges an d  u n iv e rs it ie s , 
including Lakeland College, Bradley 
University, Fairfield University, and, 
since 1962, UB.
Tickets are available a t the  Box Of­
fice in Bernhard Center.
Free B eer, 
Gorp and Glib
Come out and m eet our team s and 
cheerleaders, and let u s  tell you 
about some of our ideas for th is  year. 
Sunday, November 8 th  a t  7:00 p.m. 
S tu d e n t C en ter F acu lty  D ining 
Room. We’ll be there—U.B. there. 
Sponsored by the  S tudent Council. 
Get psyched!!!
S- F*
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Halloween Beer Bash:
A Peek at Our Fantasies
by Elizabeth Amoroai
We opted for decadence. We 
opted for innocence.
We indulged our fantasies, 
paid homage to favorite pets, 
made a political statement 
here and there, and panto- 
mined our future plans.
The occasion th is past 
Saturday night was the BOD’s
kind.”
annual Halloween Beer Bash, 
definitely the largest costume 
party I’ve ever been to. A mod­
est estimate of crowd size was 
900 persons, but then who’s 
counting?
Entering Harvey Hubbel 
(don’t you always smile at 
th a t name?) gymnasium 
Saturday night immediately 
prepared you for what was in 
store. Tickets were taken by a 
familiar looking harem girl 
and an elf-like creature in red 
(freshmen - your president 
definitely lacked a certain 
dignity).
Once through the vestibule, 
a celebrity-exiting-limosine 
type spotlight was directed at 
each guest as Dave Kaputa, 
dressed convincingly as a 
policeman, filmed the grand 
entrance. This was an event 
enjoyed by even the most reti­
cent participant (in fact, I 
think a few people made the 
entrqpce six or seven times).
After the undeniable thrill 
of having the eye of the 
camera trained directly on 
you, a cursory stroll around 
the crowded gym was the next 
order of business. Time to see 
who’s who, and what’s what. 
In other words, what did the 
great looking woman/man you 
see every Wednesday in the 
cafeteria come as? Aha, a 
bush, a barmaid, a Hershey 
kiss, a baby, a klansman 
(weirdly enough, nearly all the 
k’ansmen were a bit too ethnic
V  ________
to qualify in reality), a doctor. 
And so on.
The lights flickered on and 
off all evening, affording only 
an occasional clear view. 1 
know I spent at least an hour 
trying to find where those oc­
casional flashes of flame were 
coming from. And probably
another hour searching for my 
various cohorts who disap­
peared mysteriously into a 
crowd already filled with blue 
nosed Smurfs and Ruble’s 
cubes.
A word on beer-jerkers. Next 
time you find yourself at a 
mixer, pay special attention to 
the faces behind the bar, 
bravely drenching their arms 
(not to mention standing 
ankle deep in) beer. For the 
most part, these faces are the 
same mixer to mixer, and for 
the most part, they smile and 
joke and ignore the fact that 
they are working while we are 
partying and treating them 
rudely when we have to ac­
tually wait in line for that last 
beer which we’re not really go­
ing to drink anyway. Next 
mixer, ask a beer-jerker to 
dance, and make his/her 
night.
The costumes at this mixer 
were highly innovative and 
entertaining. I particularly en­
joyed a beribboned Bo-Peep, 
an ‘Old Salt” lamp that actual­
ly lit up on command, the M 
and M's, Tarzan and Jane, the 
southern belle, a very friendly 
puppy, the suave Arab sheiks, 
the Punk rabbi, charming 
chained* Houdini, the 
unrecognizable ghoul in the 
vestibule, great crayons and 
that can of Bud.
An interesting note is that 
the women this year took the 
turn from the traditionally
popular "little girl” costume 
to the trappings of the “raun­
chy woman”. I saw more bar­
maids, bunnies, harlo ts, 
dance hall girls, punks in 
mini-skirts and slinky shady 
ladies that 1 saw on Broadway 
and 42nd all summer. Since I 
too, was guilty of a mad depar­
ture from my monogrammed 
sweaters, I can’t  really sit 
back and analyze the situation 
with the superiority I might 
like to. Suffice to say, a 
number of us chucked our up­
bringing, basic feminist views 
and propriety for the evening 
to indulge in a little "accep­
table” sleaziness.
Another weird item was con­
versation. There were so 
many guys dressed as women 
and so many women dressed 
as guys, that I was never com­
pletely sure who I was talking 
to. A chronically flirting 
friend of mine lamented 
because be couldn’t  be ab­
solutely sure that the blonde 
whose phone number be got 
was actually a female. Could 
make for an interesting rela­
tionship.
Towards the end of the even­
ing came the momentous an­
nouncem ent of costum e 
prizes. Jerry Zajac, in his own 
individual style, made the 
p resen ta tions. The Best 
Costume went to something 
called "Two Guys in One” 
which, unfortunately, I never 
saw. These guys are, as yet, 
unidentified as they took their 
act on the road before Jerry 
got a chance to congratulate 
them. The Most Original 
Costum e went to  the 
"Bushes" or “Piles of Leaves” 
depending on your interpreta­
tion. These costumes were 
bravely  worn by Peter 
Kocherperger and Jerry Hart, 
and were quite artistically 
constructed. The Best Group 
Costume was won by “The 
Chickens” a group of twelve 
Warner Women: Nancy Dun- 
var, Nina Clark, Meg Guerin, 
Laurie Farrell, Karen Murray, 
Rebecca Bishop, Jean Longo, 
Gail Hoffert, Lisa Miceli, 
Eileen Epstein, Sue Ingam and 
Angie Zarra. These costumes 
constituted the most in­
novative use of the hula hoop 
ever devised. The Sexiest Guy 
Costume award went to Dion 
Roccapriore, who exhibited 
much bare skin and some in­
teresting new tendencies. The 
Sexiest Girl Costume went to 
some mindless wench in a 
1920's dance hall costume. I 
didn’t  catch her name but I 
understand her reputation as 
a serious intellectual has been 
ruined forever. The Crudest 
Costume award was ap­
propriately given to Tim Kel­
ly, who was a gynecologist 
with various disgusting im­
plements. I would like to point 
out that Mr. Kelly is neither a 
woman nor a med student, 
and yet seemed to have an un­
usually thorough knowledge 
of the subject. The Best Cou­
ple was this year's tribute to 
preppies. The "A lligator 
Heads” worn by Jeff Hugal 
and Kyle Beibel were the prep- 
piest duo spotted at the mixer, 
and perhaps the only people 
acceptable in Westport.
Having dispensed with that. 
I'd like to say that the mixer 
seemed to be enjoyable for 
most everyone involved. 
Beyond having beer dumped
on my shoes at every turn 
(were you people aiming?) and 
getting bruised by some pret­
ty painful costumes, I’d say 
the evening was a success. I’d 
like to add one award to a 
group that were runners-up to 
the Warner Chickens. The 
Timeliest Costume Award was 
much deserved by the people 
dressed as an AW AC. It was an 
absolutely excellent usage of 
the six o’clock news and cor- 
rogated cardboard.
One further note: Did you 
happen to see the administra­
tion member who will remain 
nameless, in the blue velvet? 
That was, without a doubt, the 
“sexiest girl” -costume. I was 
fairly impressed- I've always 
wanted to be a blonde myself.
For now, though. I'm going 
to begin planning for next 
year. My costume is going to 
reflect the real me, unlike my 
purple satin facade did on 
Saturday. It’s going to take 
serious thought and time and 
careful consideration. It’s go­
ing to be literary and clever 
and absolutely devastating.
It’s going to be something I 
could model for my grand­
mother without a blush.
I am, for sure, NOT ever go­
ing to wear purple Candies 
with black dotted stockings 
again. You can be certain that 
I've learned my lesson.
A belated Happy Halloween, 
and happy future fantasizing. 
[Editor’s note: J.B., do I get by 
full tuition scholarship now?)
the Qfbcribd
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No one really knows what the story with this guy is.
Photo by Lisa Sahnlka 
Just a couple of prepsters desperately searching for "their
Photo by Lisa
In case of rain, a precaution to save the make-up.
The Meatloaf Interview
We had an opportunity last 
week for a phone interview with 
Meatloaf, an opportunity we did 
not want to let pass and did not 
want done in a mediocre 
fashion. Knowing Jeff Holtz, 
Program Director at WPKN, had 
an above average aptitude in 
music interviews we took ad­
vantage of a friendship and ask­
ed him to do the honors. He 
agreed, and effortlessly manag­
ed to conduct the interview, as 
he has successfully conducted 
several other interviews with 
prominent musicians in the 
past. The result follows. 
HOLTZ: The first thing I’d like 
to talk about is the new album. I 
can remember four years ago 
when the first Meatloaf album 
came out, and you had a lot of 
success with that record. Then 
there was a long period of time 
where we didn’t hear anything 
from Meatloaf and now you
have a brand new album, four 
years later. What makes this 
album different from the last 
one?
MEATLOAF: I think the sound 
is different. There’s more 
guitars, it’s a little more gut- 
level. I think the next album 
after this one will be even more 
in this direction.
HOLTZ: Obviously, with four 
years gone by between albums, 
a lot of things must have hap­
pened. What was the delay? 
MEATLOAF: For one, I lost my 
voice. I had a paralyzed vocal 
cord and I had to let it rest and 
then I had to do vocal exercises. 
HOLTZ: So you had to go 
through all kinds of therapy? 
MEATLOAF: Yeah.
HOLTZ: How long after that 
first album was released did 
you plan on going into the 
studio to release this new 
album?
MEATLOAF: It took that first 
album close to a year to become 
successful. The albums are 
slow because they don’t  fall in­
to a syndrome that everybody 
understands. It is music that 
grows on you. If you listen to it 
once you probably hate it. But, 
if you listen to it several times, 
you start to say "Oh, wow." It’s 
not a one-dimensional record, 
it’s a timeless record, it has no 
time, no space.
HOLTZ: When we talk about 
this new album, and of course, 
the first album, I hate to keep 
bringing that up since 1 know 
you have a new album... 
MEATLOAF: That’s okay. I like 
the first album. I also like the 
second record.
HOLTZ: The first record, as far 
as rock history goes, ranks 
right up there. That was one of 
those albums that come out 
around the time period where a
lot of people were having suc­
cess with their first albums. 
MEATLOAF: People are having 
a lot of trouble now with all 
albums. It’s a very weird time in 
radio and in the market place 
right now.
HOLTZ: When you went into the 
writing of the material for this 
second album, what went 
through your mind? Obviously, 
you had this huge smash 
behind you...
MEATLOAF: I don’t think 
anything about the last record 
doing anything. The only thing 
you could possibly think about 
is there will never be another 
“Paradise by the Dashboard 
Light,” and we weren’t  gonna 
even try. 1 don't consider this 
album is missing anything. The 
object of going into the studio is 
not to duplicate what I did 
before. If you duplicate, all you 
get is a cheap imitation of what
you did before.
HOLTZ: You have some back­
ground, I believe I came across 
some rea l early  album s, 
“ Stoney” and “ Meatloaf” . 
What were those about? 
MEATLOAF: I’ve been doing 
Rock and Roll since 1968, so 
I've done a lot of records people 
aren’t  aware of. Stoney and I 
had a hit in 1970 called "What 
you see is what you get” on 
Motown. She is now called 
Dawn and she sings with Bob 
Seeger. She's the one I called to 
see if she knew any girl singers 
and she gave me the name of 
Pamela Moore, the new girl 
singer with the band now. 
HOLTZ: Speaking of Pamela, 
let's talk about the Neverland 
Express, the band you're tour­
ing with now.
MEATLOAF: 1 tell you what and 
it’s a brash statement. I’m not 
Coatizmed on pa |e 4
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M eat L o af  
R ou ses Crowd 
W ith
“ Old S tu ff”
Continued from page 1
It was all this that I considered when I heard Meat Loaf was 
coming to U.B. It didn’t matter to me, too much, that a four 
year absence had turned a lot of people away from his sar­
donic battle cries; I remembered his stories. It was the 
creamy, diversified, and technically clear music that I was 
anxious to hear again, as well as his intensely dramatic story 
tunes. But Meat Loaf has changed.
The concert began at 8:25 p.m. Had it been a bar, I would 
have left. The band slithered out onto the stage in leather and 
threw heavy metal style bass, and long electric guitar solos 
out Into a screaming audience. The gym was filled to about 
50% capacity, but even before Meat Loaf came on they were 
going wild. Still with speculation being the only possible 
mode of analysis, the screams were in anticipation of Meat 
Loaf, not in appreciation of the band. This is not wholly ap­
plicable however. The members of the band comprise a near­
ly baseball card collection of rock’s recognized talents. 
Davey Johnson, who is the new guitar player for the group, 
played with Elton John, and Alice Cooper. Paul Jacobs, 
keyboards, played with Edgar Winter, and the other 
keyboard player was originally with Ian Hunter. The drum­
mer, Terry Williams comes from the recently disbanded 
Rockpile, and two of the vocalists, Teddy Neely, and Pamela 
Lee Moore join the band with experience from the movie 
Jesus Christ Superstar, and Bob Seeger's band respectively. 
The rest of the instrumentalists, which make up the 
Never land Express are Mark Doyle on guitar, Eric Toyer, ad­
ding background Vocals, and the bass player Steve Buslowe, 
who was on the “Bat’’ album, and Jim Steinman’s new 
release.
Obviously this is a load of talent, however they amount to 
not much more than a band, backing up a star. Yet even 
though they function in this capacity, they amazingly 
enough manage to change Meat Loaf's entire tone. He has 
gone from a Bruce Springsteen-like combination of rock, and 
the light adolescent recollections filled. with precise 
keyboard and electric guitar, to essentially very dissonant 
rock and roll. The change is not a matter of whether the new 
tone serves to ameliorate the music or not; it seems instead 
to angle toward the type of crowd he will be attracting in the 
future. It was at one time conceivable to draw parallels bet­
ween Bob Dylan, Bruce Springsteen, Bruce Cockburn, Harry 
Chapin, Arlo Qutrie, and Meatloaf, or in short, the style of 
music that can be termed “story tunes”. Meat Loaf has now 
forever eluded this group, by the style he has chosen, and the 
audience on Sunday night was aware of this change. They 
were an incredibly receptive crowd. When Meat Loaf came on 
for the only encore of the evening, he said "I assume you are 
having a good time.” He assumed correctly as masses of 
hands waved to touch him. But what kept the crowd going 
was the old stuff laced between songs from his new “Dead 
Ringer” album. He teased the audience through the show the Qbcribe
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with “Bat Out of Hell”, “You took the words Right Out of My 
Mouth”, and a couple others from this first album, including 
“Paradise by the Dashboard Light”. “Paradise” was 
especially well done, bringing the audience to manaic 
recollection, or perhaps just receptivity to Meat Loaf’s mood. 
At any rate the tune, with an addition to the end. (follows the 
couple to their divorce) was humorous, and roused the crowd 
to the peak of the evening.
So again, it is not necessary to dwell on liking or not liking 
the new stuff; “Dead Ringer” is not a statement of an inept 
group, but rather a group going in a heavy rock direction. It 
is safe to assume the people who liked “Bat” find the new 
album not to their liking, or to be even more conclusive, the 
people at Sunday’s concert, who came to hear “Bat” music, 
will never see “Dead Ringer” performed separately. Perhaps 
this is a generalization, but in light of the poor ticket sales, 
perhaps it is more accurate than most generalizations are. 
But in the final analysis it was, (to be as simple as Jimmy 
Breslin gets with beer), a good concert. The crowd liked it, 
BOD members professed their adoration, they came out for 
an encore, the audience hit the stage early in the show, the 
lighting was excellent, the cacaphony of noise in the beginn­
ing, set a startled mood for what was to follow, the lights 
went on, everybody went home...concerts want to be that 
simple.
HOLTZ: I gotta commend you 
for that. I think it's dynamite. 
MEATLOAF: Well, since then 
we’ve talked about ticket 
prices. Because I go into clubs, 
and they’re really just warm-up 
dates. But then I heard that the 
Stones fifteen for that night at 
that club in Massachusetts. So, 
what can I say?
HOLTZ: Let's talk a little about 
this woman you have singing 
with you. I understand she used 
to sing with Bob Seeger.
MEATLOAF: T h a t's  right. 
Pamela Moore.
HOLTZ: If you look at some of 
the women who’ve sung with 
you over the past years, Ellen 
Foley and Carla DeVito.Where 
do you come up with these 
fabulous female singers? 
MEATLOAF: Maybe I make 
them. It’s like I see talent in 
people and I put them on stage 
with me and mold them into my 
show and I do certain things 
that make them very featured 
and very special and very wan- 
table to record companies. It 
seems I create monsters and 
then let them go and people 
don't know what to do with 
them.
HOLTZ: So what do you think 
about the music Ellen Foley has 
put out on her own? 
MEATLOAF: I didn’t like the 
first album, but I do like the se­
cond one. They both are super 
talented people, they just need 
direction.
HOLTZ: What about your thea­
trical background. You've got a 
long history in that.
MEATLOAF: It really wasn't’ 
that long. I did about four years 
in New York to save myself 
from working in bars in Long 
Island. I did “Hair” and I just 
happened to be a natural. I was 
lucky enough to work with 
some very good people in 
theatre and learn some craft 
about being on a stage.
HOLTZ: When you perform in 
concert. I've heard you play like 
eight tunes in concert and 
they’re rather like skits, story- 
like pieces.
MEATLOAF: Well, Paradise is a 
story. Everything I do is 
dramatic.
HOLTZ: I want to ask you a 
question that comes from deep 
down inside me. I'm a Yankee 
baseball fan. Are you as 
depressed as I am about the 
Yankees losing to the Dodgers?
MEATLOAF: Yeah, I hate the 
Dodgers.
HQLTZ: That brings me to 
“Paradise" and the thing about 
Phil Rizzuto. I heard Rizzuto 
was presented with a platinum 
record of the song and I read a 
few days later that he said he 
had no idea that's how that 
recording was going to be used. 
MEATLOAF: Aw, he knew about 
it. Maybe in his own naive way 
he probably didn't know and 
then again he probably did 
know.
HOLTZ: Well, I wish you the 
best of luck. And we’U see you 
on Sunday.
the Q&crihe
Meatloaf Interview
Continued from page 3 
saying that I’m the greatest but 
the band that backs me up is 
the greatest band in rock and 
roll. There's nobody can touch 
us. I've seen Bruce's concerts 
and Bruce's band is incredible 
but the excitement that this 
band has generated when we’ve 
played. I 've  never seen 
anything like it in my life. Peo­
ple get so crazy that they're on
the stage very night.
HOLTZ: Have you been playing 
mostly large arenas, small 
clubs...
MEATLOAF: We’ve been going 
back and forth doing both. We 
were in the Meadowlands in 
New Jersey on Saturday, some 
places we’re capable of playing 
the arenas and some places 
we're not so...We went to 
Toad's Place in New Haven, that
was just something that I 
wanted to do.
HOLTZ: Somebody was telling 
me they saw you at Toad's 
Place and you were pretty upset 
about the ticket prices for that 
show?
MEATLOAF: Yeah, I eras real 
upset. I meant those tickets to 
be like a dollar.
HOLTZ: And they said you 
bought like six hundred ice cold 
Budweisers for the crowd. 
MEATLOAF: Right.
Photo by Lisa Sahulka
BOD unloads Meatloaf s piano. It was generally assumed it would bo 8 hours to got the band 
set up and five hours to take it down. Donald Ivanoff. third from the far right, explained the 
unloading for this concert was especially hard because only a quarter of the band’s equip­
ment was used. Much of the materials had to be taken off the trucks, then put back on when 
the needed equipment was extracted.
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by Marla Halper
It is well known that the Bridgeport 
area is not one of the safest areas. 
There is security on campus but even 
so, many people still find it unsafe to 
go out alone.
The martial art club on campus 
teaches people how to protect them­
selves. Members of the club also give 
self-defense classes at Warner Hall.
Many people do not know the dif­
ference between martial arts and self- 
defense or where it originated.
Martial arts is a system of self-de­
fense including Chinese wrestling, 
judo, jujitsu, kindo and karate. It was 
originally developed for combat. Hun­
dreds of names are used for self-de­
fense weaponless fighting.
This system of self-defense has a 
philosophical and religious basis: it 
strengthens the mind and body for 
spiritual movement. This background 
is of Taoism and Buddhaism. Asian 
martial arts became known in the 
West through japan.
just to give an example of how each 
type of martial arts differs, Laura Ban- 
che, a member of the club, specializes 
in karate which is done with impulse 
movements while Bill Gallard, chair­
person of the club, specializes in Kung 
Fu which is more of a way of life. Ti 
deals with breathing, the flow of 
movements and massaging to help 
muscles heal faster.
The martial arts club is a fairly new 
club. It meets Monday through Thurs­
day, 9:30 until 10:30, in Bodine base­
ment except for Wednesday nights 
when it is held at the Recreation Cen­
ter.
Right now the club is working on 
basic movements. All forms of martial 
arts have the same beginning motions. 
After the basics are learned, the 
members will separate into groups, 
according to the specialization.
Laura Banche, Edgar Mitchell and 
T.j. King specialize in karate. Bill 
Gallard teaches Kung Fu.
There are usually from 25-30 people 
at each session. Bill thinks it is a pretty 
good turnout since most of the mem­
bers are beginners.
Along with the martial arts club, 
there is a self-defense class given 
every Wednesday night from 7:30 un­
til 9:30 at Warner Hall. The club vol­
unteered to sponsor this workshop 
when Sue Condon, Head RA at War­
ner, and jeff Craig of the martial arts 
club originally got together and decid­
ed to have a self-defense class for 
women.
jeff was originally going to teach the 
class but had to take a leave of ab­
sence. Bill Gallard now teaches the 
class. Next semester Laura Banche 
will take over the class.
Self-defense is different from martial 
arts in that it is concerned with de­
fending oneself in realistic situations. 
The movements taught are those 
which women can use to protect 
themselves. For example, the students
UB s Martial Arts Club, including (front row I to r) Secretary T.J. King, President Edgar Mitchell and Vice-President 
Bill Gaillard, have volunteered their Tuesday evenings to teach self-defense to Warner Hall Residents.
have been shown what movements to 
use to help themselves if someone 
tried to grab them or attack them from 
behind.
Self-defense was once compared to 
driving. Learning self-defense is no
more difficult than learning to drive a 
car. Learning to drive a car takes only 
a few hours of instruction and practice 
but it takes considerably more training 
and practice to become a race car 
driver. Similarly, with practice and
[Photo by Diane Koukol]
training one can learn self-defense but 
with more training and practice, 
allows specialization in a form of mar­
tial arts.
the Qfbcribc
Martial Arts:
What You Don't Know Could Hurt You
The Learning Center:
More to Offer Than
Reading, 'Riting and 'Rithmetic
by Cathy Naylor
What is the Learning Center?
Those were my first words when I 
was assigned this story on a place 
called the Learning Center. The center 
was designed by the faculty to give in­
dividualized instruction to all students 
on the U.B. campus.
Ms. Kim Hughes is the full-time co­
ordinator of the center and does some 
teaching there. Ms. Hughes has a de­
gree in psychology and reading skills. 
Her colleagues are the notable Dr. 
Lydia Duggins and Mrs. Bernice 
Polan. Dr. Duggins is a professor in 
Education Management and is the 
part-time director of the center. Mrs. 
Polan is the instructor for a most im­
pressive service provided by the 
center called the Study Skills Work­
shop.
The Study Skills Workshop is a class
Where
From
by Diane Koukol 
Co-News Editor
What about graduate school? The 
bulletin boards around campus are 
filled with advertisements for graduate 
studies. But, where does one begin?
The procedure for entering graduate 
school Is very similar to that for under­
graduate studies. Aptitude tests are re­
quired which are much like the SAT's 
given to high school juniors and sen­
iors.
Many graduate and professional 
schools require applicants to take the 
Graduate Record Examinations (GRE). 
The GRE Aptitude Test contains three 
sections testing verbal, qualitative 
and analytical ability.
The test requires three and a half 
hours of testing. Advanced Tests, 
which are two hours and 50 minutes
held on Wednesday from 12 to 1 p.m. . 
and Thursday 12 to 1 and 4 to 5 p.m.
It is designed to help students learn 
. better studying skills. , i
There are other* instructional ser­
vices there that can be invaluable to 
students. For instance, there is a De­
coding Workshop in which words are 
taken apart and the student learns 
each part of the word. This is a 
method for improving spelling and vo­
cabulary skills.
Another distinctive service is the 
Writing Workshop. This can be useful 
to all students; not just those having 
difficulty composing papers but also 
those who need to learn organiza­
tional procedures for research and 
term papers. This workshop is taught 
by law students who help out at the 
center.
Most of the individual tutoring done 
at the Learning Center is provided free
Do / Co 
Here?
long, are designed to measure know­
ledge and understanding of material 
needed for graduate study in specific 
fields.
GRE Aptitude Tests should be taken 
by anyone interested in humanities 
graduate programs. The tests will be 
given at UB on December 12 and 
April 24. They will also be given Feb­
ruary 6 and June 12 at neighboring 
schools including Yale and Fairfield 
University.
This spring, for the first time, UB will 
be offering practice tests for interested 
applicants. These tests will be given 
four times for three hours each. The 
tests will approximate the GRE tests, 
and will be graded accordingly. The 
cost for these practice sessions is $50.
Classes will also be offered this 
spring for anyone interested in taking 
the Graduate Management Adminis- 
Continued on Page 10
of charge by students who show a cer 
tain proficiency in a particular area of 
study. For instance, the math tutor at 
the center is Mohammed Aggoune. 
Mohommed is a graduate student and 
is tutoring part-time and teaching part- 
time for the Math Department here at 
U.B.
Starting November 16th there will 
be a new service at the Learning 
Center. It will be held from 12-1 p.m. 
and will teach students how to take 
tests. The Test Taking Workshop will 
mainly deal with objective types of 
tests.
Another new feature to the center 
will be coming soon and will be de­
signed to help students in the area of
remedial reading. This service will be 
provided so as to allow students to 
learn using computers or video term­
inals. This program is being designed 
by Ms. Kim Hughes and Dr. Lydia 
Duggins.
The possibilities for improvement of 
study skills at the Learning Center are 
practically endless. In spite of this fact, 
many students shy away from tjie fa­
cilities. This is a waste of the center's 
potential. Ms. Hughes seems to feel 
that students don't use the center 
because they feel it will be degrading 
to ask for the type of help provided 
there.
The time to ask for help is before 
students really need it. Even though
the center provided students with 
over 400 hours of individual tutoring 
last year, its potential is not being util­
ized by the majority of the Student 
Body. It's not even being used by the 
regular students who need help oc­
casionally.
The facilities at the Learning Center 
are ever-expanding and should defin­
itely be utilized by students. If you 
need help in any particular subject 
area or in the skills of studying, go to 
the Learning Center and ask questions 
or set up an appointment for tutoring. 
Call 4182 and ask for Kim Hughes for 
any further information.
the Q&cribe
Starve a Cold,
Feed a Fever, O r is it ...
by Marla Halper
It is that time of year again and 
with the change of weather come 
the colds, viruses, upper respira­
tory problems and mono.
Because of the close living 
conditions on campus, illnesses 
are transmitted easily from person 
to person and dorm to dorm.
The health center is here to 
, serve those people who need help, 
1 whether it be for illnesses or any 
other problem a student may en- 
, counter.
Mrs. Vanasse, head nurse at the 
center feels there is a negative atti­
tude about the center and many 
people neglect their illnesses. Mrs. 
Vanasse would like the place to be 
"a  home away from home. A 
place to go when you're sick." She 
knows, of course,' it will not be
home but students will get proper 
treatment.
Nurses are on duty at the center 
24 hours a day, seven days a week. 
During the day, nurses Vanasse, 
Keltos and Smith are to be found 
working hard.
The doctors. Dr. Gaffney and 
Dr. Nevins are in Monday through 
Friday, 930-11: 30. When they are 
not on duty, emergencies will be 
dealt with by the nurses who will 
get in touch with the proper medi­
cal authority.
Many people do not know the 
policies of the Health Center.
As far as staying overnight goes, 
anyone with a high fever automat­
ically stays; people with injuries 
whether from sports or accidents 
can stay overnight. Also anyone 
who wishes to be away from the 
noise of the dorm, who needs the 
rest or can't take the noise, may
stay overnight.
if anybody needs blood tests to 
be taken, those are set up at the 
convenience of the student.
Anyone who needs X-rays taken 
must first go to the clinic. The 
nurse will get one of the doctors 
and a radiologist is called during 
the day. After 5:00 p.m., transpor­
tation by police will be given to 
Park City Hospital.*’
Nurse Vanasse has a few tips for 
trying to keep healthy this winter: 
good sleeping habits are very im­
portant, eat three good meals a 
day, and at the first sign of a cold, 
drink plenty of fluids, take aspirin, 
and if it persists for more than one 
or two days, don't be shy: go over 
to the health center.
the Qfbcribe
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Mcljolas iVicklcby
by Lisa A. Sahulka
Great theater calls for one verifiable 
(Jistinction. Some aspect of the play which 
will jum p into your eyes in half second 
dream s and coat reality momentarily. It 
would not have been possible to leave 
“Bent" w ithout the cacophony of Nazi ri­
fle fire, which sent the audience fleeing 
over the lips of their chairs, w ith fear th a t 
the bullet bath may include them. So too 
Equus’s actors, dressed in beige tu rtle  
necks and beige corduroys with silver 
hoofs on their feet, become horses for all 
time. In “The Wiz” a  20 foot black veil 
becomes a riotous tornado; “Chorus 
Line,” and “Shadow Box” bring us calm 
narration, a fatherly voice from the dark; 
The Elephant Man had no props, bu t con­
torted his normal body to  a  heaving m ass 
of deformities; a  double arm ’s length cross 
rises from a black wall, w ith piercing 
white lights in “Jesu s  Christ Superstar” ; 
“Strider’s ” electric blue sly eyes; Evita’s 
revolving door, expectorating her lovers 
as she slept her way to  Argentina’s top; 
“Da” allowed a dead father to  speak with 
his living son; “Mummenschanz” , sent 
arubber ball as big as three little  kids roll­
ed up into the audience; and “Peter Pan” 
accomplished the  same effect, by swinging 
Sandy Duncan above the  audience’s 
heads; the  pink and white, life-sized tra in  
in “The Twentieth Century” ; the  Christ­
m as tree in “Annie” . All th is hardly covers 
the devices th a t set plays apart. But what 
to say about “Nicholas Nickleby; eight and 
a half hours of sheer uniqueness, eight 
and a half hours of Nickleby’s life, eight 
and a  half hours of genius. There can be no 
brush stroke th a t stands above the others.
“Nicholas Nickleby” is an  earlier work 
of C harles D ickens. It ca rrie s  th e  
prevalent them e of m ost of h is writing, 
social injustice, while protraying the  
vices of money through 42 actors, play­
ing over 250 roles.
It is hard  to  speculate on w hat Dickens 
would have said about the  play. Upon a t­
tending some of the  theatrical adaptation 
of his books, the  au thor was known to  lay 
on the  floor of h is box sea t until the  or­
deal was over. But the  Royal Shakespeare 
Company has presented Nickleby so 
freshly, yet w ith so m uch of the  au tho r's  
style th a t it seems Dickens m ay have re­
m ained upright. The audience is filled, for 
the  price of $100 a  seat, w ith Dickens the  
dram istist, Dickens the lover of ordinary 
people, Dickens the  sym pathetic, Dickens 
th e  em phathetic , b u t certa in ly  no t 
Dickens the  concise writer.
I saw Emlyn Williams portray  Dickens 
two sum m ers ago, and since then  hav& 
been enraptured by w hat is called the 
“blessed release” of the  au tho r’s style.
The book is 800 pages long, and during 
the tim e it was w ritten, the au thor receiv­
ed money for each installm ent as it ap­
peared in a nevjjpaper series. Conse­
quently Dickens is long winded. The au ­
dience receives liberal doses of the
au th o r’s sentence s tru c tu re  throughout 
the  play. The beginning finds 42 charac­
te rs  on stage, filling in the  fram e of the  
story. Standing together as if waiting to 
have a  p icture taken, w ith a  jungle gym­
like set around them , tilled w ith escape 
hatches, a catw alk th a t extends from the 
upper levels of the theater past the  balcony 
and down to  the stage, ropes, ladders, 
chairs, fences, wooden boxes, everywhere, 
they give background information. Each 
actor gives a  little narration, speaking up 
as another actor finishes. This technique is 
employed throughout the play, and is not 
in the  least distracting. Thus, Roger 
Rees, who played Nicholas Nickleby, will, 
for a brief two paragraphs w orth of 
speech, enlighten th e  audience as to 
Dickens’ description. We are told w hat 
the  characters should look like, and w hat 
em otions they  a re  feeling.
A large percentage of the  tim e Nicholas
i? every page of 
Ijis work ope 
cap see a cop- 
sciouspess that 
society is wropg 
soipewlfere at tke 
root.
George Orwell
is angry. Fighting social in justice can do 
th a t to  you. His fa ther dies before the  
play begins, from a lack of realism , I sup­
pose, and lack of money. Nicholas, his 
m other and h is s iste r are in considerable 
financial difficulty, which are only exceed­
ed by their own lack of realism. They are 
forced to  fall upon the  m ercy of Ralph 
Nickleby, a  cruel, seemingly emotionless, 
but, rich relation, who sees no virtue in 
Nicholas’s virtues, b u t does give a degree 
of aid. He gets Nicholas a teaching job a t a 
boarding school, run  by a m an named 
Squeers, (played excellently by Alun Arm­
strong, whose contorted  little  b u rn t 
clay face, and squin ty  eyes, say nasty  
w ithout any Dickens narration). Squeers 
is even nastier, a t least outwardly, than  
Ralph Nickleby, probably because he 
doesn’t  have as m uch money. Squeers 
slaps about and m isuses h is brood of rag­
ged young men, to a  point th a t makes 
Nicholas indignant. He s tan d s aside 
though, un til Smike, a  retarded hunched
over m isery, runs away, and is to  be whip­
ped to  w ithin an  inch of h is life for it. 
Squeers m anages to strike  Smike twice . 
before Nicholas beats him  to  a bloody 
pulp, and takes the  boy away.
This is ju s t  the  beginning hours of the 
play. The res t of h is adventures take him 
to  m ore indignation, as the  callousness 
and the  m isery of the  world becomes ap­
paren t to  him. Nicholas is subjected to 
Dickens’ perceptions of people, finding 
th a t h is uncle is not the  w orst of the 
powerful. He does, of course, find an 
array  of kind and wholey rememberable 
characters as well.
Nicholas does eventually escape doom, 
overcoming h is p ast troubles to  achieve 
happiness. Tw ists and tru th s  shower the 
end, as  Ralph Nickleby’s past is exposed, 
the  boarding school is broken up, and 
Nicholas’s success is reviewed. All ends 
not en tirely  well however. So m uch is the 
audience stuffed w ith the  plight of the 
poor, th a t RSC was careful to  end with a 
som ber reflection. Nicholas, as rejoicing 
characters bathe in the happy ending, 
walks before a  boy from the  boarding 
school, who is shivering out “God Rest Ye 
Merry G entlem en.” Never will it be easy 
to  sneer a t the  bag ladies, and the grovel­
ing m ass of New York’s live pavement 
again.
This, of course, was in a sense, 
Dickens’s in ten t. He w rote Nickleby on 
h is 26 th  birthday, and as is usually  the 
case, expounded upon the  poverty of the 
oppressed m asses. In m ost of Dickens, 
the certra l plot takes place in middle 
class surroundings, while the  poorest of 
the  poor, the  London slum  dweller, allow 
avenues to  reality.
ti George Orwell wrote th is  of Dickens: 
“In every page of his work one can see a 
consciousness th a t society is wrong 
somewhere a t the  root.”
Idealistic? Certainly, as idealistic as 
Nicholas who verbally and physically 
beats h is vice filled contem poraries. 
Dickens’s comment is not to  be shrugged
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off. W hat he is against is no t a  particu lar 
institu tion , b u t an  “expression on the 
h u m a n  face." So le t a  N.Y. audience, who 
has enough money to  see it, be doused 
w ith th e  Dotheboys School, and Squeer’s 
floggings, ju s t  as they  were doused w ith 
Mr. Bumble in Oliver Twist.
This w as probably the  RSC’s greatest 
accom plishm ent. They managed to  pre­
sent D ickens’s indignation. The company 
is one of the  best known in the  world, 
playing to  m ore th an  1.5 million in Great 
Britian, and overseas. It was formed in 
1960 as a  vehicle by which a rtis ts  could, 
“by working together over long periods, 
w ith shared  ideas, aim  to  achieve a 
d is tin c tiv e  s ty le .”  I t  is  m o s tly  a 
Shakespearean company, as the  nam e im­
plies, however, new plays and classics are 
also done. “Nickleby” is the  29 th  play the 
RSC produced in  NYC; one of the  g reatest 
was a  “A M idsummer’s Night Dream” 
(1971 and 1973). They are always well 
received in  N.Y.; of the  160 m ajor theater 
aw ards they  have been presented, 20 
have been Tony’s or N.Y. Drama and 
Critic’s aw ards.
The play was adapted by David Edgar 
and w as directed by Trevor Nunn and 
John  Caird. These m en dressed Roger 
Rees to  be so astounding, and clothed 
o ther m ajors characters as well, which 
filled ou t the  play even more. It is difficult 
to ascerta in  the  quality  of the  acting. We 
are given so fully to  Nickleby s life, th a t 
the characters seem to  be m ore living, 
and less acting. Indeed, here Dickens is 
faithfully  presented, bu t perhaps,that is 
the only negative point.
This certain ly  is the  m ost im portant 
theatrical event in years, overcoming the 
recent success of “A nnie,” “The Pirates 
of Penzance", "Chorus Line,” and several 
o thers. Still, it  was very long. Dickens 
was a  novelist. A lthough he always 
w anted to  be an actor, he was neither 
th a t nor a  playwrite. His prose is long, 
and nearly run-on certainly Victorian 
and (because of the  time), w ritten w ith
©ickeifs’ 
“Wonderful 
Gargoyles” to 
Broadway
m any intricacies, to  keep peoples’ a tten ­
tion through the  series. If a n y  one m ark 
were adm inistered against it, it  would be 
Prank Rich’s (of the  New York Times) sug­
gestion, “W hat m akes Dickens endure 
are  th e  p a rticu la r lite ra ry  g ifts he
t is a stiaiqe, if 
pot a scapdlc, 
that a play 
derived iron) a 
novel by a great 
populist, should 
be priced so that 
ordinary people 
are upable to see 
it.
Julius ‘Novick
brought to the convention - among them , 
an ability to  describe h is characters 
with so m any surprising, w itty details 
th a t even m irror figures cease to  be Vic­
torian  types...Indeed, if anything Dickens 
may have lasted in  spite  of the  size of his 
books, and the  sentim ental m elodram a of 
his p lo ts.” As Orwell has said, “we p u t up 
with the  ro tten  architecture” , because of 
the ‘wonderful gargoyles’ th a t inhabit 
it .”
“In his stage scenario for ‘Nicholas 
Nickleby’, Edgar has given as high priority 
to architecture, as to the gargoyles.” 
'T h is  I subm it for review, although I 
have already "been Nicked” as the  b u t­
tons sold in the  theater said, and  so
dism iss the  claim as irrelavent. The 
scenes where the  characters created car­
riages from a  plank of wood, and horses 
from wood clopped together are genius, 
as is the  scene when Smike runs from 
Squeers in the  dark  w ith a  well placed 
light a t h is  fearful face, and  a  barely 
visable circle of strangers pounding the  
floor about him . The very fact th a t 800 
pages of Dickens could be kept moving 
purely by im agination is s tartling . The 
narra tion  allowed the  subtle additions of 
the  actors to  weave in to  Dickens’ spraw l­
ing descriptions and the  sprawling stage 
design allowed for quick changes of 
scenes w ithout any real scene changes. It 
w as as i f  you  were turning a  page. 
Nicholas would be speaking, finish, tu rn  
away from the audience, and another 
character would appear from behind him. 
W ithout th ese  techn iques, no t only 
would the  play have been cumbersome, 
bu t im p o s s ib le .  It is likely th a t th eater 
will not appear in th is  caliber for awhile.
It has been brought up th a t one hun­
dred dollars is too much, (such prices 
would m ake a perform ance by Jesu s  
C hrist impossible for th is  young studen t 
to  see in  the  near future. In a typical 
Village Voice article, Ju liu s  Novick said, 
" I t is a sham e, if no t a  scandal, th a t a  play 
derived from a novel by a  great populist, 
should be priced so th a t ordinary people 
are unable to  see it. Nickleby is a perfect 
example of why we need subsidized
theater."  —
The price, is really not th a t ex traor­
dinary, if you break it down, or ra ­
tionalize, (depending on how much $100 
hurts). You can say Nickleby is four plays 
a t S25 each, th a t we see 42 actors for 
roughly S2 a head, th a t the RSC is making 
very little on it because of those 42 actors, 
which have to be transported by better 
means than  the carriages they created on 
stage. Then it  is s till m uch m ore 
basic...priorities. It is rare th a t an au­
dience is asked for as big a sacrifice as the 
actor. This one time, when so much 
greatness can be had, and the  caliber of 
talent is so high, ju s t th is one tim e, yes, 
do it.
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NOT JUST A  LOVE STORY
OPENS TONIGHT!
by Glenn Tolliver
SEPTE1V
A very special theatrical event will take place 
tonight (November 5) a t the  Bernhard Arts and 
Hum anities Center.
Not J u s t A Love Story, a  brand  new American com­
edy, m akes its  world prem iere th is  evening a t 8 PM 
on the  stage of the  M ertens Theatre. Tickets, while 
they last, are still on sale a t the  A&H Box Office.
The scrip t by Elizabeth and John  G. Fuller, con­
cerns itself w ith the  May-December rom ance of a 
w riter in his mid-sixties (Ed Bryce) and h is thirty- 
three year-old wife (Rebecca McCauley) who w ants to  
have a  child. The conflict between the  firm ly resolved 
wife and the equally res is tan t husband is played out 
in p leasant suburban surroundings, tem porarily 
rendered chaotic by a well-intentioned bu t med­
dlesome carpenter (Michael P. Normandy) who a t­
tem pts to  remodel his c lien ts’ lives as well as their 
home.
Also featured in the cast are Steven Friedm an, Don­
na Slone, Nina-Jean Mokhiber, Jo h n  Caramanica, 
Melinda Skehan, Bill Fleet, Shawn Cullen and Kim 
Bailey. The stage is m anaged by Danny Coss, the  set 
and lights are designed by Professor Charles Flaks. 
And the  show is directed by Langdon Brown, William 
Benton, Professor of Theatre A rts and Chairm an of 
the  Theatre Departm ent. Brown also staged last 
Spring’s m ainstage production of Hotel Paradiso.
Not J u s t A  Love Story  will continue its  run 
throughout th is  weekend, November 6 and 7, and 
thereafter on November 12, 13 and 14. All perfor­
m ances are a t 8 PM, w ith an  additional m atinee per­
form ance a t 2:30 PM on November 7 th  only. Tickets 
are $3.50 for adults, $1.75 for S tudents and Seniors 
and FREE w ith UBID. For reservations or fu rther in­
form ation, contact the  Box Office on weekday after­
noons a t 576-4399.
Directed by 
L a n g d o n  B row n
P itM in a n cu
Termination
by
Elizabeth and 
John  G. Fu ller
with Ed Bryce
w /  hrtteij
• F R E E  Pregnancy Teats
• Test and Procedure same day
• Professional Counseling
• Early  Detection Blood Test: $15
Summit is Connecticut's largest licensed 
abortion center, complete with modern 
hospital lacilities and on-premises lab­
oratory. Since 1975. our stall ol over 30 
prolessionals have created an atmosphere 
ot quality care.
A jm m n u o n e n y  c a m
211 MIDDLE ST. O O O  4  0 0 0  
BRIDGEPORT
N O T  J U S T  A  
L O V E  S T O R Y
Htomebee 587  
and
18 13 M at 8 pm
November 7 
at 2:30pzn
B ernhard Center, corner University 
and Iranistan avenues
TOP: From left to right. N ot J u o t A  L o ve  S to r y  authors Elizabeth and 
John Fuller talk with director Langdon Brown about the set; a scale 
model of the one built by Charles Flaks.
BOTTOM: UB actor Steven Friedman gets a few pointers from guest artist 
Ed Bryce. Bryce, a resident of Westport, was interviewed in last week’s 
S cr ib e . Back issues are still available.
The Unival lity  of Bridgeport Theatre D epartm ent and 
Student Council present the World Prem iere of 
a  new A m erican Comedy
Box Office 
576-4399
Continued from page lO 
time to congratulate one of my 
wonderfully talented manag­
ing ed ito rs, E lizabeth 
Amorosi, for (hee hee) winning 
the “sexiest girl” costume 
aw ard. E lizabeth , who 
everyone knows is an engin­
eering marvel on two legs, 
wore a seductive 1920’s 
dress. From what I under­
stand, the other girls didn't 
stand a chance.
It must have been rigged.
I’d also like to mention that 
the winner of the “sexiest 
guy” costume was our very 
own dynamic Dion.
Yup—it was definitely 
rigged...
And special thanks to my
baby brother. Matt, who con­
structed one of the best crayon- 
colored paper pumpkins I've 
ever received...
(NICK NASUTI WRITES A 
WEEKLY COLUMN ON CAM­
PUS HAPPENINGS AND PEO­
PLE. THIS COLUMN IS ONLY 
AN EXCUSE NOT TO DO HIS 
HOMEWORK. AND THE 
SCRIBE WELCOMES ANYONE 
WITH SOMETHING THAT 
WOULD LOOK GOOD IN PRINT 
TO LEAVE THE INFORMATION 
IN THE UB BS MAILBOX IN 
THE STUDENT CENTER OR 
LEAVE A MESSAGE FOR NICK 
AT THE SCRIBE OF- 
FICE—4382.)
UB BS PS
Only 50 days 'till Christmas...
WUZ HAP’NIN IN MUSUH
by Silvuhskeeyun
Zo scray, what's up? I got for you here a Musical Theatre Ques­
tion. Wanna hear it? You have a choice. If you don't want to hear it, 
stop reading now. If you do want to hear it. keep rolling your 
eyeballs across these sentences. Okay? Here we go. Musical 
Theatre Question:
What Is the name of the Richard Rodgers 
musical th at starred Danny Kaye?
What, did you think it was easy? This is a toughie but not as 
tough as, let's say...“Who won the fourth Tony Award ever 
presented by Melba Moore?” I could have asked that and then 
you'd really be in hot water.
And here are the answers for last week's quiz:
1. Grease
2. Kismet
3. Sugar
If you got these wrong, don't worry. Because these aren't the 
right answers. HAW HAW HAW! Tons o' fun, hey?
See you on the flip side of tomorrow. ...SUverskln
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S’MORE RECORD 
REVIEWZIES
by Ja ck  Brayle, Dan Sm iraglia and Steve Cioffi 
Genesis—"A bdcob” (Atlantic)
It happens often in the music biz; a band that was once unique and powerful hits the 
AM road. This album is pure pop, and the most simplistic thing I’ve ever heard from this 
band. I was hoping Genesis would keep up the progressive rock sound, since they were 
one of the few survivors of that style. I could not believe my ears when I heard 
"Whodunnit,’' which sounds like DEVO with vocals by 999. The whole album is filled 
with a steady pulse-beat. A year ago I would have laughed at the thought of a danceable 
Genesis record. They were more cosmic than commercial. Now it's obvious that they 
want their stuff played in dance clubs. One good point of the album is that Tony Banks 
played some creative synthesizer. Also, the song medley "Dodo/The Lurker" is satisfy­
ing. But I’ve never heard Phil Collins play such boring drums. Believe me, this review 
was hard for me to write. Genesis has been one of my very favorite bands for the past 
six years or so. Sure, it’s good commercial rock, probably some of the best available. If 
you enjoyed Phil Collins' "Face Value," you’ll adore this album. But I warn any old-time 
Genesis fans, this one doesn’t  stand up to their other albums. Hope the next one is bet­
ter.
Herbie H ancock: Magic Windows (Columbia)
Magic Windows is one of those albums that seems to get better that more you listen 
to it. What may at first sound like a stilled, repetitive six-minute jazz-funk riff might in 
time become an audio-tapestry of hiddeih harmonies and melodies. After a few listen­
ings, one becomes aware of the subtle yet intricate multi-track and mix work on this, 
album.
Hancock plays fifteen (count 'em, fifteen) different modes of synthesized keyboards 
throughout Magic Windows. On some cuts Hancock’s piano can be easily accessible 
(as in “Magic Number" or "Tonight’s the Night”), but there are times when he takes 
his overdubs and hides off in a comer somewhere, and you can’t really find him 
unless you listen. But you always know he’s there.
While many of the selections on Magic Windows are exceptional, there are just a 
couple of cuts where you wish to hell that Hancock and company would make their 
music GO somewhere instead of all this running-in-place^ Some of the selections can 
be compared to a pistachio or maybe a walnut: you gotta bust through a shell to get to 
the tasty center. Case in point...“Magic Number", the opening cut on side one. The 
middle of the tune consists of a neat little Hancock keyboard solo that immediately 
fires me up, like a line of musical cocaine. But this solo is surrounded on both sides by 
a jagged jump-funk riff which takes a little while to get used to. No fear, though. The 
lead vocal on “Magic Number" is sung by none other than Sylvester. Other musicians 
on Magic Windows include the Brothers Johnson, Michael Brecker, guitarist Adrian 
Belew and Raydio’s Ray Parker, Jr.
Hancock Is still going through his jazz-funk-fusion phase which has now lasted for 
the better part of a decade. As the musical pioneer that he is credited for being, I hope 
that good old Herbie will soon move on to some other mode of jazz technology that has 
not yet been conquered. Back in the early seventies this kind of stuff was exciting and 
daring, but by now everybody has caught on and there is a plethora of new Jazz musi­
cians in the mainstream who are well on their way toward paving the ground that 
Hancock broke years ago. Few can master this form as well as Herbie Hancock, but 
nobody can do it better.
The Police: Ghost in the Machine (AftM)
The Police are aiming for big stakes on this, their fourth album. The band is con­
stantly growing, and the rate of progression among these four albums is comparable 
to (although not the same as) the Beatles' first four British albums.
Ghost in the Machine is an extremely healthy sounding album from an extremely 
healthy sounding band; a band unafraid to take risks, make you think and keep you 
banning This is the first time that the Police have attempted to integrate one of their 
alhiima with social commentary, and I’ll be damned if they aren’t  great at it already. 
"Invisible Sun” (the videotape of which was banned by the BBC) is about Northern 
Ireland, and hopes for unification there (“There has to be an invisible sun/that gives 
its heat to everyone”). The Police are asking for two things: a little bit of understan­
ding between races and a resimplification of relationships between people. They ex­
press a deep distaste for the computerized/serial-numberized state of our society. 
But, as is most important with "message" music, these cuts on Ghost in the Machine 
survive the messages themselves.
This record is not without its love songs. The single “Every Little Thing She Does is 
Magic" is a great little reggae stomper, as is “Hungry For You”—the first three verses 
of which are sung in French. The production, by the Police and Hugh Padgham (who 
also co-produced Genesis’ new Abacab) is the best of any of their four albums. The in­
strumentation is tremendous, the work of three Rock ’n’ Reggae-Roll virtuosos. And 
Sting has never sung better than he does on “Omega Man”. The horns you hear on this 
album are played by none other than Sting himself (he learned to play them in three
ntaalrfl)
Ghost in the Machine could be the Police’s masterpiece. One need only to wait for 
the next album to find out if this is so. but I have reason to believe that they are the 
latest candidate for the title of “The Next Big Thing”. In the meantime, if you want 
another example of a fine, hard-working young New Wave band, buy this album. As 
Pete Townshend once said, “You can dance while your knowledge is growing.”
ALBERTO’S LOUNGE “AT THE PARK’’
at the top of University Ave. • 122 Mam St. • 367-9313
Serving the finest Italian Cuisine 
BUSINESSMAN’S LUNCH served daily 11-3 
DINNERS served nightly 5-10 
ORDERS TO GO 
Tues LADIES’ NITE—Bar Drinks 75<t 
Wed FOR THE GUYS—12 oz Draft 50«
This Thurs “Bogus Bill & The Counterfeiters”
LIVE BANDS EVERY THURS.-FRI.-SAT.
This Week’s Band: MIDNIGHT ROAD 
PIZZA IS HERE ComingNov. 17: BREEZE OPEN7DAYS
2 ROOMIES WANTED 
Male or female to share six 
room house. 1% baths, full 
kitchen, washer— no dryer, 
telephone— you pay long 
distance calls. Large single 
bedroom $200/month. All 
utilities included except long 
distance phone calls. Located 
off Main St. near St. Vincent's 
Hospital, approx. 10 Minutes 
from CAMPUS. Call Bob for 
an interview— 374-0916.
Complete Eye Exam *25 
Soft Contact Lenses * 7 5
F it t in g  F e e  f o r  C o n ta c t s  $ 5 0
Includes: • Heat Care Kit
• One Pair Bausch &
Lomb Soft Lenses
• Lens Damage Warranty
• Free Trial With Eye Exam
• Money Back Guarantee 
on Lenses
• 90 Day Free Office Visits
Extented Wear 
Astigmatism and
Lens
R eplacem ent
Trade-in Special! 
$75Dr. Cosenza Dr. Blake
Replace your old lenses —
includes one year replacement plan < does not include eye exam i
0PT0METRIC VISION 
GROUP
TtintpM ce Shopping C en ter  
I M l  B lock  M eek T pke.
F n irtield , C l. 0S430 333-7322  
T ru m b u ll  Shopping P o rk  
L o w e r M all - M ad iso n  E a t.
T ru m b u ll ,  C l. 0001  I 3 7 4 -3 * 11
P a r k  Lane AUey
5 0  B ro a d  S t r e e t  Offer good
M ilfo rd , C l. 0 * 4 6 0  * 7 7 -2 8 0 0  thru 10/31/81
\
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦\
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
*
ARNOLD COLLEGE
2.4 M8e TURKEY TROT
WHO: ALL FACULTY, STAFF, & STUDENTS!!
WHEN: NOV. 19, THURS. 12:00
WHERE: Start between Harvey Hubbell and Fones 
on Waldemere Ave. Finish in front of 
Harvey Hubbell Gymnasium...
REGISTRATION: NOV. 4 thru 13, 9-4, Lobby of 
Harvey Hubbell Gymnasium
CATEGORIES: Males 16-21 yrs.; 22-30 yrs.; 31 and 
over. Females 16-21 yrs.; 22-30 yrs.; 31 
and over.
ASSORTED PRIZES and TEE SHIRTS 
for WINNERS in each DIVISION.
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UB BS Down Go The Yanks...
by Nick Na.utl
Who was that person who sid­
ed witb tbe Dodgers, despite the 
fact that they were down two 
games to none to tbe Yankees? 
Oh, was that me? My good­
ness... .
Thanks to all those who were 
so kind In supporting my opin­
ion, especially that kid Dave 
who made a special phone call 
to tell me 1 was right. I just wish 
he'd have picked a better time 
to call than 3
Seriously, though. It was one 
hell of a series, and that first 
game that L.A. won was one of 
the best World Series games 
most people have ever seen 
(L.A. 8, N.Y. 7). In the end, 
though, it was obvious who the 
better team was, even though 
many of us knew it all along, i 
Now, perhaps next year the Red 
Sox will make it...
Oh. and thank you Sue for len­
ding me your L.A. batting hat...
Raffle, Raffle, Raffle...
This is very, very strange.
I was just about to start 
writing about the Freshman 
class raffle when there was a 
loud knock on my door. Without 
looking up from my Smith- 
Corona, I yelled “C'mon ini” It 
was two girls from our diaboli­
cal softball team. They were 
holding a shotgun and asking 
me if I'd like to buy a raffle 
ticket. I did, and 1 didn't even 
ask what the prizes are, but on­
ly because there’s an unwritten 
law at UB which states that 
"any club, organization, or ter­
rorist group which holds a raf­
fle or lottery must, in all situa­
tions, offer booze, liquor and al­
cohol as prizes.” I never win 
anyway...
So onto my first train of 
thought, which was to boost the 
Freshman raffle. Prices for 
OUR tickets are two chances for 
81.00, but not 50* each, if you 
can figure that out. That may
not sound like a very good deal, 
but we’re offering more prizes 
than any other raffle on the 
campus.
And now I’m to understand 
that the Commuter Senate is 
having a raffle. Thanks, guys...
NO MEATLOAF FOR MEAT- 
LOAF.
In their contract for perform­
ing here at UB, the rock group 
Meatloaf stated that part of our 
obligation was to supply them 
with food. The menu was sim­
ple: 10 beef dinners, 10 chicken 
dinners and 10 vegetarian din­
ners. Under the menu was a 
clause which sta ted  th a t 
“under no circumstances shall 
the beef d inners be 
MEATLOAF."
Personally, I think tha t 
they’re lucky if we send out for 
Burger King cheeseburgers... 
OFF THE TOP OF MY HEAD... 
This week’s Woody Allen 
phrase goes as follows:
The lion and the calf shall lie 
down together but the calf 
won’t  get much sleep.
There was a super turn-out 
for last week’s foreign film, “La 
Cage Aux Folles.” About 139 
showed up for the first show­
ing, and a big 101 came for the 
late one. I begin to wonder 
about the people on this cam­
pus when the most popular 
movie shown deals with homo­
sexuals...
Seriously, though. The series 
was quite successful and 
almost always had great au­
dience sizes. Right now, the 
film and video branch of B.O.D. 
is trying to figure out a line of 
theme films for next semester. 
Choices include Westerns, Mus­
icals, Sci-Fi, more of the foreign 
films, or just about anything 
the students want. My vote is 
for the good ole musical (we 
could start with oldies such as 
“Singing In the Rain”, and work 
our way through "Fame” and 
“Hair” ...If you have an idea or
Continued from page 5
trative Test (CMAT). There will be two 
sessions of this preparatory course of­
fered this spring. This course includes 
eight three-hour sessions. The classes 
are designed to brush-up and refine 
the skills needed in the CMAT's. Sim­
ulated tests will also be given at the 
end of the sessions. The charge for this 
course is $160.
The GMAT, which covers mathe­
matics and verbal skills, will be given 
at UB on June 23. It will also be given 
on March, 20 at the University of Con­
necticut and Yale.
Law School Aptitude Tests (LSAT) 
will be given December 5 and Feb­
ruary 20. The LSAT will not be given at 
UB, but is being offered at Yale, Fair- 
field University and the University of 
Connecticut. LSAT prep courses are
not offered at UB because there has 
not been a great demand for them, ac­
cording to Ellen Meltzer, director of 
special programs and continuing edu­
cation.
Applications for the LSAT can be 
picked up in the Political Science of­
fice on the second floor of North Hall. 
GMAT applications are available in 
the Business Administration office in 
Mandeville Hall, and GRE applica­
tions can be picked up at the office of 
Continuing Education in the Mande­
ville Annex.
Anyone interested in the GMAT or 
GRE preparatory courses should con­
tact the special programs office at 
576-4143.
the Q&cribe
would like to offer your opinion, 
call tbe Student Center and 
leave it with Donald or whoever 
happens to be there.
That Halloween mixer wasn't
too bad, huh? Besides being in a 
constant state of pain due to my 
costume, I had a rather enjoy­
able time, and it seemed that 
everyone else there, minus a
few. were getting along just as 
well.
Perhaps I should take this
Continued on page 8
AND THERE YOU ARE PO LKS/ AFTER. 12.7 CONSECUTIVE TORCH 
SW ALLO W S, SE R G E  H ERE ACTUAUYPREfERSTHETASTE OF 
O LD  V IE N N A  C M A P /A M  B B B t  TO A GLASS CPREtySEM t-GLCSS 
EN A M EL !  W HAT EXACTLY A R E  YOUR CO M M EN T S,SEG & E?
VERY BETTER TUNJ RED... BUTNCTTMA TBE BETTER ^ , THAN VELLCLU' SERG EU KE Y B IO U I EN AM EL/] [ALRt&ttT.S&CE, 7HATi5 ENOUGH 
O P T H R f/N O ii  
BACK 
\TOYOU, 
[HO UM !)
Most people prefer Old Vienna 
to almost anything.
This advertisement is a blatant attempt to 
persuade you to buy Old Vienna beer. If you keep 
buying our beer, we'll keep running our cartoons.
Old Vienna Canadian Beer
Imported by Century Importers, Inc., Baltimore. Maryland
Imported by Century Importers. Baltimore, Maryland
O’Keefe Ale is made in Canada with water from 
the mountains and good Canadian grain. So it 
tastes clean and clear.
If you’d like to discover why Canadians have 
been enjoying O’Keefe for over 100 years, try a 
bottle. Just one. Then make your own decision.
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A n  a t  th e  T e am
Men’s 1982 Basketball
AMERICAN WHISKEY 
A BLEND 
4ur&j/ey a
4dc£, ^ ^/-/Xu'cua 
a faux cf Aetu****
hM°l lomiD mat* u s 60VfMM*n sun****
K  I V iO S ffN i S E M M M & S O M
*  • * * .  m .  1 0  S M  H U N Q K O .C A  • WO *  « 4 R  '
SEAGRAM DISTILLERS CO.. N.Y.C. AMERICAN WHISKEY-A BLEND. 80 PROOF ~SCVEN-UP AND 7UP ARE TRADEMARKS OP THE SEVEN DP COMPANY 01901
by Leonard Frueii 
The men’s basketball team 
has had it's (Iqal cuts. They 
have a great outlook for the 
season ahead. Coach Bruce 
Webster, twice voted “New 
England Coach of the Year" is 
confident that his “ Purple 
Knights” will reach their goal of 
making the division II N.C.A.A. 
playoffs.
Six members are seniors of 
the ten returning ballplayers 
from last years 15-12 team. 
“The experience will be an 
asset” says Webster who is in 
his 17th season as “ The 
Knights" head coach.
With Tim Outlaw a 6'3" 
senior forward, who shot 52% 
and had a tremendous season 
despite a back injury, Ed Petree 
a 6* junior guard who led the 
team last year with 131 assists, 
Kevin Buckley a massive 6'6" 
senior forward, who shot 57% 
and “Stick” Markowski who 
shot 54% and is considered the 
team's offensive threat our 
“Purple Knights” should have 
no problem reaching their goal.
As a result of the loss of ex- 
Knight star and holder of all 
single records for U.B. Carlton 
Hurdle, Coach Webster will in­
troduce a more team oriented 
game plan. “I will most likely go 
with 7, 8, or 9 players seeing 
maximum playing time" says 
coach. Not positive of his star­
ters, the coach will probably go 
with the starters of last year's 
team, with Paul Boeger, a 6'6" 
senior replacing Carlton. If this 
game plan is to be carried out 
Adrian Fletcher, a 6'1” junior 
guard, who missed almost half 
of the season due to an ankle in­
jury will be coming off the 
bench. “Fletch” is looking bet­
ter than he did when he was the 
undisputed star of St. Ray­
mond's High School in N.Y. 
Also seeing much playing time 
will be Buddy Bray, a courtwise 
6' senior guard.
Out of the 18 teams, the 
“Knights” will face in Division 
II the coach feels that Sacred 
Heart will be their toughest op­
ponent. (last year Sacred Heart 
defeated the "Knights" by 1 
point in a crucial game.)
The “Knights” , who held 
their opponents to 2123 points 
overall last season will work on 
their defense and perimeter 
shooting which are the weak 
points of W ebster's team. 
Although “The Knights” shot 
50% last year, most of their 
points came from the inside.
In accordance with "The 
Knights" inside game the 
ballclub has acquired the talent 
of Chris Dickey a transfer stu­
dent from Florida State, be­
cause of the N.C.A.A.'s rules, a 
transfer student must sit out 
one season before being allowed 
to play, however, providing 
Chris gets the ball he can help 
the team immensly with his 
strong inside game and remark­
able leaping ability. Also sitting 
the season out is Kevin 
McDonough a 6’5" sophomore 
who is on the co-op program.'
The "Purple Knights" have 
good reason for an optomistic 
outlook on their season. One 
reason is the addition of assis­
tant coach Bob Baroni. Baroni, 
formerly from Fairfield Univer­
sity, is noted for coaching Mike 
Giminski of the N.J. Net is high 
school.
Webster is impressed with 
the play of Mark Butigian. a 
6’7" forward and Greg Chris- 
tofakis, a 6*3” freshman guard. 
Also impressing the coach is the
improvement of Eric Seger, a 
sophmore forward.
November 12th at 7:15 will be 
the “Purple and White” game. 
This game is designed to give 
the students a taste of the team 
is which coach Webster feels 
lacked their support last year. 
“We really didn't have any big 
turnouts last year" He said, 
however, “The Student Pep 
Club" and an organized cheer- 
leading squad had caused the 
coach for hope. Maybe these 
organizations will diminish the 
lack of school spirit that seems 
to be prevalent on campus.
the Q&cribe
ntr\ and western,
i S S r o f f  s t i r s
^ S t & S e v e n
S e a g r a m *
SPRING SEMESTER IN DUBLIN
JAN  27-MAY 5 INSTITUTE O F  IR ISH  STU D IES
12-15 C RED IT S
SU M M E R  S E S S IO N  , INSTITUTE O F  IR ISH  STU D IES
AUG 1-AUG 21 AT TRIN ITY COLLEGE, DUBLIN
6 C R ED IT S
FOR INFORMATION:
T *  J  ¥  t Dr. John J. McLean 
B  B  1 Mohegan Community College L k 1 1 J Norwich, CT 06360 
886-1931, x243
COLLEGE CONSORTIUM FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
1981-1982
OVERSEAS
ACADEMIC
PROGRAMS
Study Abroad: England, Ireland, Israel, Mexico, Spain, Denmark, Egypt, Germany, India, Switzerland, 
Ghana
Work Abroad: England, Ireland, France, New Zealand
Information on Alaskan 
and overseas employment. 
Excellent income potential. 
Call 312-741-9780, ext. 
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Soccer Record Doesn’t
Tell the Whole Score
by Karen Schick 
Soccer coach Fran Bacon 
is a much happier man this 
week.
He’s happier because his
team is playing with its old 
intensity again. And al­
though they lost to South­
ern Connecticut State Col­
lege 3-1 on Thursday and
The UB Knights will be winding np their season Saturday.
tied St. Johns (Queens N.Y.) 
1-1 on Saturday. Bacon feds 
that his team is playing 
much better than they have 
in a long time.
"1 don't know where the 
intensity goes.” he said, 
“but we've got it back 
again."
“We could have won the 
Southern game," Bacon 
said. “We were in that game 
until the end. It was 2-1 for a 
long time. We were down a 
man—A1 Gugliotta was re­
moved from play with two 
yellow cards—when they 
scored their third goal.”
“Southern is a much bet­
ter team,” he continued. 
“They are ranked second in 
New England division n."
And although they out- 
sh o t UB 25-4, Bacon 
thought his Knights gave 
the Owls a good game.
Ralph Gunarson scored 
UB’s lone goal assisted by 
Tony Lopes.
Lopes had a good week, 
scoring the only goal Satur­
day against St. John's. Kurt 
Van Wagoner had the assist.
The goal was Lopes’ third, 
which ties him with Bob
Harrington for the scoring 
title. Lopes leads the team in 
assists.
St. John’s outshot UB 
15-14 and goalie Chuck
Kniffen stopped eight shots.
The Purple Knights end 
their 1981 season Saturday 
at noon in Seaside Park 
against Hart wick College.
Tennis Triumphs
by Sherwyn A. Julien
Anne Podesta, Laurie 
Nash, Roxanne Heineman 
and Kathleen Fay: these 
four young tennis players 
were recruited on scholar­
ships by Coach Hoffman. 
With a team record of 10-3 
and four more games to go, 
these four players have 
lived up to their potential to 
perform well and lead the 
team to a winning season.
Anne Podesta, the team’s 
first singles player, has a 
record of 11-2. She has been 
described by her teammates 
as being aggressive and 
hard-working when she 
plays. Laurie Nash, the sec­
ond singles player, has a 
record of 10-3.
Roxanne Heineman, a su­
perb tennis player, is the 
third singles player and has 
an impressive record of 
13-0. With four more games
to go, she plans to win each 
match. Besides having a for­
midable singles record, she 
plays on the first doubles 
team with Laurie Nash. To­
gether they have a record of 
5-2, but th is record is 
somewhat misleading. They 
made the finals of the 1981 
Connecticut State Tourna­
ment before losing to Con­
necticut College J
Finally there’s Kathleen 
Fay, who joined the team in 
the middle of the season. 
She is the team’s fifth 
singles player. Her record is 
4-1, and with three more 
years here at UB, she could 
be playing an important 
part in future teams.
Along w ith the  four 
players on scholaships, 
there are other such talent­
ed players as Joanne Fried­
man, Cathy McGovern, Nat­
alie Gignac.
Red-Shirting Isn’t the Answer
by Karen Schick
“We’re going to have the 
oldest team in New England,” 
Brian Moriarty, a senior and 
one of the tri-captains for the 
basketball team, said jokingly.
“We'll end up looking like 
that guy from Assumption,” 
Rich Guditas, another senior 
said. “Remember how ugly he 
was.”
The team laughs. What 
they're laughing about is the 
possibility of the whole team 
red shirting, or sitting out a 
year without losing a year of 
eligibility.
And although they're laugh­
ing now they won’t be if they 
have a winning season. The 
NCAA has prohibited any mens' 
team from participating in post 
season tournaments because 
there weren't enough members 
of the wrestling team, it was 
dropped which left U.B. one 
team short of the six required 
by the NCAA and because the
baseball team didn’t play 24 
games last year.
The talk of red shirting is just 
a way of relieving tension. By 
the time the Knights find out if 
they will be able to play post 
season ball it Will be January 
and too late to red shirt.
Another problem with the red 
shirt solution is that if the 
whole team red shirted there 
would be no one to play. Since 
seniors Kevin Buckley, a tri­
captain, Paul Boger, Tim 
Outlaw, and junior Ed Petrie 
have already sat out a year, 
they wouldn't be able to red 
shirt again.
“The idea of them red shirt­
ing was just a joking way to 
solve the problem," coach 
Bruce Webster said. “Their 
education comes before playing 
ball. They'll all be graduating 
on time."
“First we have to prove that 
we deserve to play post season 
ball." Webster, who only learn­
ed of his team's ineligibility last
Tuesday, said. “We have two 
avenues open now. The first is 
an open appeal at the NCAA 
convention and the second is to 
take them to court if the appeal 
doesn’t work. Jhe school is will­
ing to back us. The sensible 
thing to do is to follow the ap­
peals through and see what 
happens.”
Director of Mens’ Athletics, 
Fran Poisson, was unavailable 
for comment, however, he knew 
of the NCAA ruling in August.
“It just wasn't thought of as a 
serious thing this summer,” 
Webster said. "They ju st 
thought it was a rule infraction. 
But we know now it’s not a 
frivolous thing.”
The players don’t seem too 
worried about it. When asked if 
they thought the possibility of 
not going to a tournament 
would be an added incentive to 
win, there were mixed res­
ponses.
Buckley thought it would 
make him play better. “I think
of it as an incentive. I know I’m 
going to play better. We have to 
show the NCAA that there is a 
reason to let us play. If we are 
24-4 how can they keep us out.”
Buddy Bray, another senior, 
doesn’t think that the restric­
tions is a reason to play better. 
"We go out to win every game 
now. Not being able to play in a 
tournament is not a reason to 
want to go out and win. You go 
out to win and if you do that 
then you go to a tournament.”
Webster is hoping that the 
thought of being left out will 
fire his team up. "It worked 
that way in 1979 when the 
NCAA denied us home court ad­
vantage for the playoffs. The 
kids picked up really fast on 
that and so did the rest of the 
campus. We went up to Yale and 
blew that team away."
And maybe the Knights will 
do just that. Right now they're 
just concentrating on playing 
and winning during the regular 
season and not worrying too 
much about what’s going to 
happen in January.
‘‘When we’re 13-0, I’ll 
worry,” Moriarty said.
And so will everybody else. 
But for now, the Knights have 
got to prove that they deserve a 
playoff berth to us and to the 
NCAA.
What do these two team s have in common? They are both 
involved in the recent NCAA decision prohibiting post-season play for the Knights.
